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Order of 
Operations
For the Instructional Designer
JéVaughn Jones
Instructional Designer
My name is JeVaughn I have a passion for learning. I jokingly refer to 
myself as a recovering academic that has fallen off the bandwagon a few 
times. I currently hold a Master of Science degree in Education, Media 
Design and Technology, Master of Science in Media Management and 
most currently a doctoral student. I love working in a creative space, 
presenting, collaborating, and delivering content through various 
instructional design methodologies. As an instructional designer at Lynn 
University, I have had the opportunity to enhance my talent through iPad 
powered learning and the multiple facets of technology that we use to be 
innovators in the industry. On a personal note, I love being in the kitchen 
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Don't let the word 
UNIVERSAL confuse 
you
Not one size 
fits all
Learning should occur in varied 
modalities




Individualized approaches so learners can process 
and develop interest;
Various methods, grouping, and tasks;
Create a safe environment and encourage risks;
Instructor assumes the role as a mentor;
Sharing the overall objective of the course and 
assignments.

























Learning Analysis Determine the target audience
Problem
Deciding what students should 
already know
Determine what they need to learn
Assessment of needs
What is a needs assessment
Obtaining information to assess
Create a plan or workflow






Objectives Development of skills
Learning activities
Creating a course roadmap
Alignment to objectives
Assessment rubrics












Preparation of teaching and learning materials
Constructing assignments to meet goals and 
objectives
Construction of assessment rubric
Testing and feedback from SME/Faculty























For instructional design models
Dick, Carey & 
Carey – 9 
stages of 
design
• Performance goals that are genuine and 
explicit
• Focused on ideas, questions, issues, 
concepts, and problems
• Real-world application
• Responsive feedback system with 
opportunities to learn through trial and error
• Individualized approaches so learners can 
process and develop interest
• Vary methods, grouping, and tasks
• Create a safe environment and encourage 
risks
• Instructor assumes the role as a mentor














Gagne – 9 
events of 
instruction
Gain attention: Obtain students’ attention so that 
they will watch and listen while the instructor 
presents the learning content.
Inform learners of objectives: Allow students to 
organize their thoughts and prioritize their attention 
regarding what they are about to learn and do.
Stimulate recall of prior learning: Encourage students 
to build on previous knowledge or skills.
Present the content: Show and explain the material 
you want students to learn.
Gagne – 9 
events of 
instruction
Provide “learning guidance”: Provide students with instructions on how to 
learn, such as guided activities or common pitfalls. With learning guidance, 
the rate of learning increases because students are less likely to lose time 
or become frustrated by basing performance on incorrect facts or poorly 
understood concepts.
Elicit performance (practice): Allow students to apply knowledge and skills 
learned.
Provide feedback: Give students feedback on individualized tasks, thereby 
correcting isolated problems rather than having little idea of where 
problems and inconsistencies in learning are occurring.
Assess performance: Help students identify content areas they have not 
mastered.
Enhance retention and transfer to the job: Prepare students to apply 
information to personal contexts. This increases retention by personalizing 
information.
Leading Back to 
ADDIE
How the variants of instructional design lead 
back to the ADDIE model
Examples of Courses
Before and After
Questions?
